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1 Introduction

Economic and financial activities have experienced a long period of deregulation dating

back to the early 1980s. Within this context, a salient feature has been the financializa-

tion process of the non-financial corporate sector. There has been much concern on the

causes that have recently led the world economy to the Great Recession and the progres-

sive financialization of real activities has systematically been at the core of the analysis.

Less attention, however, has been paid to the real consequences of this phenomenon, for

example in terms of economic growth or labor outcomes.

In this study we discuss, at a macro level, the impact of financialization on U.S. unem-

ployment through its effect on capital accumulation. In particular we aim at answering

the following question: How much unemployment explained by variations in capital accu-

mulation is the result of the financialization process of the non-financial corporate sector?

Figure 1. Financialization, capital accumulation and unemployment in the U.S.
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Figure 1 provides some preliminary information on the relationship between these

variables. In figure 1a we observe a negative relationship between capital accumulation

and financial payments (which is, as we explain later in detail, our selected indicator of

the financialization phenomenon).1 In general, periods of rapid accumulation of capital

coincide with situations of decreasing financial payments, although this is not always

the case since both variables might respond positively to common determinants such as

technological shocks or other sources of business cycles fluctuations. In turn, figure 1b

1Financial payments is the ratio between net dividends plus net interests over total pre-tax profits

of non-financial corporations (NFCOs). We focus on NFCOs not only because these firms are directly

responsible of the vast majority of gross capital formation and private job creation, but also because it is

in this sector where the financialization phenomenon takes place (it is indeed where the shareholders are,

although the close link between corporate and non-corporate firms makes it spread to all the economy).

Of course, the financialization process is also reflected in the households’ behavior (for example, through

their growing indebtedness), but this side of the process lies beyond the scope of our analysis (confined

to supply-side issues).
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displays a neat negative relationship between capital accumulation and the unemployment

rate. The two series evolve almost as a mirror image and readily question the conventional

wisdom according to which the evolution of unemployment is independent of growing

variables such as capital stock or productivity (Layard et al. 1991).

Some recent literature has already documented the negative effects of the increased

financialization on real investment (for example, Stockhammer 2004a, Van Treeck 2008,

and Orhangazi 2008). Our contribution seeks to go beyond the accredited financialization-

capital accumulation negative relationship, and aims at quantifying the impact of finan-

cialization on unemployment. Nevertheless, since the transmission channel from the fi-

nancialization process to its labor outcome is capital accumulation (by way, mainly, of its

employment impact), this paper is related to that literature.

Our methodological approach, however, differs in various respects, both to this related

literature and to the mainstream one regarding macro-labor studies. First of all we

attach to the so called chain reaction theory (CRT henceforth) and conceive the labor

market as not driven by an equilibrium measure of unemployment towards which the

labor market unambiguously converges.2 This implies that a concept such as the Natural

Rate of Unemployment is not central to our labor market analysis. Second, instead of

focusing on the estimation of a reduced form unemployment rate equation, we evaluate

the contribution of financialization to unemployment using a dynamic multi-equation

labor market system (with estimated labor demand, labor force, and wage equations)

that incorporates a capital accumulation equation. Third, we conduct counterfactual

simulations to assess the macroeconomic effects of the financialization process for capital

accumulation and the performance of the labor market. The endogenization of the capital

factor in a CRT context is one of the contributions of this study. The other one is the

provision of new empirical evidence on the unemployment effects that the financialization

process is having by crowding out productive investment.

The counterfactual simulations exploit the information given by impulse response func-

tions (hereafter IRFs) computed on the estimated system of equations. The fact that IRFs

are a focal point in the analysis of its models is one of the salient characteristics of the

CRT methodology. In contrast to the (S)VAR methodology, CRT models define the im-

pulses (shocks) as changes in the exogenous variables, whereas in (S)VARs, the impulses

(one-off shocks) relate to the error term of a specific equation in the (S)VAR model.

Defining the shocks as changes in exogenous variables confer CRT models two advantages

over (S)VAR models (Karanassou and Sala 2010b). First, it gives rise to a “contribu-

tions” measure, which shows how unemployment (or any endogenous variable in the CRT

model) responds to the actual changes in an exogenous variable over a sample interval.

Second, since changes in the exogenous variables are associated to policy changes, CRT

2See Karanassou et al. (2010) for a recent and comprehensive overview of the CRT approach.
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models allow for the identification of policy effects.3 This is precisely what we do through

the counterfactual simulations: we evaluate the contribution of financialization shocks

(changes in this variable) to unemployment.

The first central finding is that financialization has relevant macroeconomic effects in

all periods considered, which vary between 1.5 (in 1997-2001) and 4.9 percentage points

of unemployment (in 1991-1997). In 1991-1997, financial payments fell sharply and had

a fundamental contribution by preventing any sort of crowding out and letting private

investment be fueled. This effect may well be considered one of the driving forces of the

roaring nineties in connection with the monetary expansion implemented by the Fed in

those years. In 2001-2005, financial payments also fell and account for 2.5 percentage

points decrease in the unemployment rate. In contrast, growing financial payments in

1997-2001 and 2005-2009 account, respectively, for 1.5 and 2.6 extra unemployment rate

points.

A second key finding is that financial payments has not always been the driving force

of capital accumulation and, consequently, has not always driven the impact of capital

accumulation on unemployment. In 1997-2001 and 2001-2005, financial payments exert

an opposite influence with variations in capital accumulation contributing to reduce un-

employment by 2.5 points in the first of these periods, and to augment it by 2.2 points in

the second one. However, when both variables have pushed in the same direction, we find

financial payments to explain between 75% and 80% of the effects of capital accumulation

on unemployment.

A third major finding relates to the identification of a structural change that clearly

separates two periods regarding the relevance of financial payments. One period cor-

responds to years 1960-1981 in which financial payments are relatively low and scarcely

volatile. In contrast, the second one, for years 1982-2009, is characterized by high financial

payments and a much large volatility of this variable. When evaluating the unemployment

incidence of the post-1980 financialization pattern, we find it accounts for around 2 ad-

ditional structural percentage points of unemployment. This prevents the unemployment

troughs of 1989 and 2000 to reach the full-employment levels reached at the end of the

1960s.

The fact that financialization crowds out productive investment and increases unem-

ployment calls for a reappraisal of the way financial markets work and are interconnected

with the product and labor markets. Policy makers should try to regain control over

the massive financial flows and examine the growing orientation of non-financial firms to

3Structural vector autoregressions (SVARs) impose an economic structure in the error terms by the use

of theoretical restrictions. These restrictions are not necessary in a CRT framework, whose plausibility

also relies in the economic interpretation of the individual equations. CRT models, however, deal with

endogeneity issues by the use of instruments, while SVAR models assume, ex-ante, that all variables are

endogenous.
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financial imperatives (Krippner 2011). Only the integration of non-financial firms’ actions

and financial markets dynamics guarantees a full understanding of the post-1980 macro-

economic environment, and provides wider lens to understand the roots of the recent

financial bubble and subsequent Great Recession. Of course, this complex task is far from

resolved and the role of financial sector is currently object of hot debate. Our contribution

to this debate is easy to summarize. Whatever the new regulations and the new financial

setup emerging from this crisis are, the reorientation of the scope of financial institutions

is a must. There is, in particular, an imperious need of avoiding these institutions to

support financial mechanisms that go beyond the efficient provision of funding and result

in productive investment crowding-out.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the analytical framework in

which we conduct our analysis. Section 3 deals with its empirical implementation. In

Section 4 we evaluate the impact of the financialization burden in terms of lower capital

accumulation and higher unemployment. Section 5 concludes.

2 Financialization, capital accumulation and unem-

ployment

2.1 Financialization

Financialization is a complex concept. Broadly speaking, it refers to the growing domi-

nance of finance in the modern economy. In line with the complexity of the phenomenon,

the literature has not given a precise definition. Financialization has been used to char-

acterize different but interconnected phenomena such as the rise of financial investment

relative to real investment (Crotty 2005, Duménil and Levy 2004, Krippner 2005), the in-

creased activity of non-financial businesses on financial markets (Stockhammer 2004a), the

changing structure of corporate governance (Lazonick and O’Sullivan 2000) or the grow-

ing financial payout ratios in the form of interest payments, dividend payments and stock

buybacks (Aglietta and Bretton 2001). For the purpose of this study, we follow Orhangazi

(2008) and use financialization “to designate the changes that have taken place in the re-

lationship between the non financial corporate sector and financial markets” (Orhangazi

2008, p. 864).

Beginning in the 1980s and consolidating during the 1990s, corporate strategies have

dramatically changed. In parallel to the disproportionate growth of the financial sector,

non-financial corporations in the U.S. started in the early 1980s to be more and more

involved in investment in financial assets. A growing share of their income has since then

been obtained in financial markets which, at the same time, have increased their pressure

on the non-financial corporate sector resulting in increasing financial payout ratios in the
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form of interest payments, dividend payments, and stock buybacks. This has been in

part due to changes in the corporate governance structure, first in response to the hostile

takeover movement of the 1980s and then by proceeding to the so-called shareholder

revolution of the 1990s (Krippner 2011). This is not the place to analyze the political

context and the concrete financial deregulation measures that were taken in the early 1980s

and did possible the explosion of financial markets. A quick glance at Figure 2 is enough

to see that the early 1980s meant a structural change in the pattern of financialization.4

Figure 2a shows the evolution of financial payments (net dividends plus net interests)

made by the non-financial corporate sector as a percentage of their before-tax profits.

Time series analysis (reported in section 4.2) identifies a clear structural change in 1982

in the time-path of this financialization indicator, and provides the basis to conduct a

separate analysis for the permanent unemployment effects of what we call “the post-1980

pattern of financialization” (section 4.2). Figure 2b shows the non-financial corporations’

ratio of financial assets to tangible assets for the period 1960-2009. Again, the early

1980s represent a break in the trend of this series. It seems reasonable to suppose that

financial deregulation undertaken in the early 1980s meant the beginning of a new pattern

of financialization of the non-financial corporate sector. As Krugman stated referring to

the financial deregulation, “Reagan did it”.5

Figure 2. Expressions of the financialization process.
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Financialization and investment —or capital accumulation— are intricately related. Two

are the main channels by which financialization may have negative effects on capital

accumulation (Orhangazi 2008):

• First, increasing financial investments carried out by the non-financial corporate
sector may have a negative impact by crowding real investment. In other words, non-

4Krippner (2005) shows the historical time series of different financialization indicators, all of them

showing a structural change in the early 1980s.
5Krugman, P. 2009. “Reagan did it”, The New York Times, 31 May.
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financial corporations would give priority to financial investment over non-financial

investment, opting for short-term financial gains over long-term growth objectives.

• Second, increased payments to financial markets —in the form of dividend and inter-
est payments, and stock buybacks— would deplete internal funds and diminish the

rate of capital accumulation.

The first channel was identified by Tobin (1956) much before the development of the

literature on financialization, and even before the change of regime that the early 1980s

represented. Tobin noted that financial and real investment could be potential substi-

tutes. If financial markets offer higher returns than real investment, more funds will be

invested in financial assets, and accumulation of physical capital will decline. Crotty

(2005) explains the financialization process in a similar way. Starting in the 1980s and in

the presence of low returns in real investment, non-financial corporations increased the

search for short-run rates of returns in financial markets. Real investment crowding out

would be a consequence of this short-termism. Stockhammer (2004) puts the emphasis

on the change in corporate governance priorities and incentives. Non-financial corpora-

tions management started acting more like financial market investors, reflecting, again, a

preference for short-term returns rather than for long-term projects. The new active role

of non-financial corporations in financial markets, giving priority to financial investment

over real investment, was a source of decline in capital accumulation rates. This prefer-

ence for financial investment over real assets is shown in the post-1980 fast increase of the

non-financial corporations’ ratio of financial assets to tangible assets (Figure 2a).

The second channel refers to the passive role of the firms within financial markets.

Financialization “has been characterized by increased financial payout ratios in the form

of interest payments, dividend payments and stock buybacks” (Orhangazi 2008). Figure

1 shows clearly that the post-1980 average of financial payments is well above that of

pre-1980 average. For Lazonick and O’Sullivan (2000), this phenomenon represents a

strategy shift from “retain and reinvest” to “downsize and distribute”. Increased financial

payments in the forms of interests and dividends diminish the capital accumulation rate

by reducing retained profits available for real investment and by limiting the access to

external funds for investment purposes (own funds are an indicator for creditworthiness

in incomplete financial markets). This strategy shift is the result of institutional changes

such as the rise of institutional investors and the hostile takeover movement in the 1980s

that resulted in the alignment of the interests of managers with those of shareholders and

forced non-financial corporations to prioritize the shareholder value. In order to satisfy

shareholders preferences and protect themselves from takeover threats, corporations were

forced to keep a minimum return on equity, distributing higher dividends or buying back

7



their own stocks (Orhangazi 2008).6 The emergence of institutional investors and their

competitive character also forced non-financial corporations to look for short-term capital

gains, discouraging long-term investment projects.7

Financialization of non-financial firms has also implied an unnecessary cost of auton-

omy (Crotty, 1990; Boyer 2000). Even though financialization has eased the access to

financial markets —making investment easier—, it has also made more expensive to raise

capital from financial markets —making investment more expensive—, because the return

that they have to provide to financial investors in terms of financial payments has in-

creased. Furthermore, added constraints may arise from increased indebtedness (Duménil

and Levy 2004). If the result of increasing financial payouts is that firms, after transfer-

ring earnings, have to borrow to finance real investment, financialization will also entail

increased corporations’ indebtedness. Higher indebtedness then appears as an additional

indirect effect of increased financial payments and justifies the inclusion of interest rates in

financialization indicators. This substitution between equity and indebtedness has been

remarked recently by Jermann and Quadrini (2012) who model the (in)ability to borrow

as a source of macroeconomic shocks.

Overall, the financialization process is a complex phenomenon that may be captured

through different indicators. For example, financial payments and financial incomes could

be considered separately in a context in which these specific channels of transmission are

the chosen ones to be studied (as in Orhangazi, 2008). Ours, however, is an aggregate

study in which the focus is not on the flows of cross-firms’ payments, but rather on the

net payments of the corporate sector to the rest of the economy. Furthermore, when

financial payments and incomes have been considered separately in an aggregate context,

as in Stockhammer (2004a), they are found highly correlated and crowding out each

other. Our indicator of financialization, in contrast, neatly captures the two channels of

transmission of net finance payments previously discussed.8

The proposition that financialization deteriorates capital accumulation has found em-

pirical support in recent studies. At a macro level, Van Treeck (2008) shows that in-

creasing profit and rentier income shares have caused financing constraints and harmed

accumulation during the past decades in the U.S. In turn, Stockhammer (2004a) finds a

6Stock buybacks “have now become a systematic feature of the way in which they -non-financial

corporations- allocate revenues and a critically important one in terms of the money involved (Lazonick

and O’Sullivan, 2000, p.23).
7The literature on institutional investors has noted that institutional investors tend to undervalue

firms with good long-term earnings prospects but low current profitability (Davis and Steil, 2001, pp.

323-5, quoted by Orhangazi 2008).
8We acknowledge that net repurchases is also an important mechanism of transferring funds to the

financial markets. However, we dismissed the possibility of augmenting our indicator with net repurchases

to avoid blurring the picture obtained with our neat indicator of net financial payments in a context in

which its augmented version greatly enhances its volatility and distorts the empirical analysis conducted

in Section 4.
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significant negative relationship between the financialization process of the non-financial

corporate sector and investment in the U.S. and France. Orhangazi (2008) explores two di-

mensions of financialization —increased financial investment and increased financial profit

opportunities— and confirms a negative and significant relationship between financializa-

tion and real investment using firm data for the U.S. for years 1973-2003. Our analysis

adds new supportive evidence, this time by focusing on the labor impact of the financial-

ization process through the erosion in capital accumulation that stems from net aggregate

financial payments made by the non-financial sector.

2.2 Capital accumulation and unemployment

The macro-labor literature has been largely influenced by the NAIRU model. Mainstream

accounts of the unemployment problem deny the influence of capital accumulation and

consider labor market institutions as the key determinant of structural unemployment:

“broad movements in unemployment across the OECD can be explained by shifts in labor

market institutions” (Nickell et al. 2005, p.1).9

A critical aspect of standard formulations of NAIRU models is their exclusion of

growing variables such as capital stock and working age population. Mainstream literature

has explained this phenomenon through what Karanassou and Snower (2004) call the

“unemployment invariance hypothesis”. According to this hypothesis, the labor market

is able by itself to ensure that the long-run unemployment rate is independent of the

size of growing variables such as capital stock, total factor productivity, and the labor

force. The standard way of achieving this result is to specify a wage setting behavior so

as to ensure that the wage-setting curve shifts inwards by the same amount as the labor

demand curve shifts outwards.

The literature has done fundamental critiques to the “unemployment invariance hy-

pothesis”. On one side, some authors have argued that the long-run unemployment rate

can be influenced by capital stock, productivity and the labor force in trendless com-

binations. For instance, given that the ratio of capital to labor is trendless, then the

long run unemployment rate may depend on this ratio. This is called the weak invari-

ance hypothesis in Karanassou and Snower (2004) and finds support in Phelps (1994,

Ch. 17) and Fitoussi et al. (2000). It is also supported by Rowthorn (1999), who uses

the capital/employment ratio (in efficiency units) to demonstrate that if capital stock

9The story of the NAIRU (Stockhammer 2004b), particularly in Europe, has been a story of blaming

wage push factors —as sources of labor market rigidity- for persistently high unemployment. This view

was —and its general postulates still are— strongly influential during the 1990s and early 2000s. The 1994

OCDE “Jobs Study” and the 2003 IMF study “Unemployment and Labor Market Institutions: Why

Reforms Pay Off” blamed the design of unemployment benefits, employment protection legislation and

wage collective bargaining mechanisms for persistently high unemployment in many European countries

during the decade of the 90s, and it is well-known their catalog of policy reforms of flexibilization and

labor market deregulation.
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does not affect the long-run unemployment rate in LNJ (1991), it is only because they

assume a Cobb-Douglas production function —which implies that the elasticity of substi-

tution between capital and labor is unity—. However the elasticity of substitution between

capital and employment is substantially below unity (Rowthorn 1999, p. 417), so that

if a constant elasticity of substitution production function (CES) is used with elasticity

below unity, the capital/employment ratio affects long-run unemployment, and the weak

invariance hypothesis holds.

Rowthorn (1995) develops an alternative model based on the concept of aspiration

gap, which is affected by capital stock. In this model, “unemployment reduces the ability

of workers to push up wages, while the excess of capacity limits the ability of firms to

raise prices” (Rowthorn, 1995, p.28). Since capital accumulation increases the excess of

capacity, it squeezes the firms’ power to raise prices and reduces the conflict over income

distribution between firms and workers. This model has been used to evaluate the impact

of capital accumulation on employment (Rowthorn 1995) and on the NAIRU (Arestis

and Biefang-Frisancho Mariscal 2000; Arestis et al. 2007), reporting significant effects of

capital accumulation. Stockhammer (2004a, 2004b) uses a time series analysis for five

countries controlling for several labor market variables, and finds strong effects of capital

accumulation on unemployment. Using the Chain Reaction methodology, Karanassou et

al. (2008) and Karanassou and Sala (2010a) find significant effects of capital accumulation

on unemployment in the Nordic countries and Australia respectively. Empirical evidence

is therefore contrary to the “unemployment invariance hypothesis” in any of its forms.

2.3 Considering a joint framework

Given the literature on the relationship between financialization and capital accumulation,

on one side, and between capital accumulation and unemployment, on the other, we next

consider a joint framework to examine the impact of financialization on unemployment.

For that purpose, we take as reference a standard multi-equation labor market model,

and endogenize capital formation by adding a capital accumulation equation.

Our approach is based on the Chain Reaction Theory (hereafter CRT). Analytical

models of the CRT usually consist on a system of labor demand, wage- setting and labor

supply equations. Along the lines of Karanassou et al. (2008), let us consider the following
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stylized model labor market model10

 = 1−1 + 1 − 1 (1)

 = 2−1 + 2 (2)

 = 3 + 3 (3)

where  is employment,  is the labor force,  is the real wage,  is real capital stock,

 is working age population,  is labor productivity, and  is the unemployment rate.

The ’s and the ’s are positive constants. The autoregressive parameters, 1 and 2,

are positive and less than unity, and capture the employment and labor force adjustment

costs. Wage/price staggering effects, and constant and error terms are ignored for ease

of exposition. All variables are in logs and capital stock, real wages, productivity, and

working-age population are assumed to be growing variables with growth rates that sta-

bilize in the long-run. Because  and  are in logs, the unemployment rate  can be

approximated by

 '  −  (4)

Equation (4) implies that the unemployment rate stabilizes in the long run, i.e. ∆ = 0,

when

∆ = ∆  (5)

which, as shown in Karanassou et al. (2008), can be expressed as

1
1− 1

∆ − 13
1− 1

∆ =
2

1− 2
∆ (6)

This shows that, contrary to single equation NRU models, dynamic multi-equation

CRT models include trended exogenous variables. The only requirement for achieving

dynamic stability is that each equation is balanced (i.e. dynamically stable) so that each

trended dependent variable is driven by the set of its trended determinants (Karanassou

et al. 2008, 2010).11 Particularly, CRT models show that capital stock influences the time

10The difference is that in Karanassou et al. (2008) the wage equation includes a wage-push factor such

as benefits, rather than productivity. For the sake of brevity we just focus on the long-run stability of

this sort of models containing growth drivers such as the stock of capital. Karanassou et al. (2008) show

how to derive the reduced form or univariate representation of unemployment (where the term “reduced

form” refers to the fact that the parameters of the univariate equation are not estimated directly but are,

instead, some function of the parameters of the labor market system (1)-(3)).
11Karanassou and Snower (2004) show that the univariate representation or reduced form of actual

unemployment derived from a CRT model such as the one above, is dynamically stable, even when it

incorporates non-stationary explanatory variables. To see this, one should observe that the unemployment

rate is obtained by the difference of two dynamically stable equations: labor supply and labor demand.

labor supply is driven by working-age population (a trended variable). It is static and itself balanced.

labor demand is driven by capital stock (a trended variable) and is dynamically stable since 1  1. It

remains balanced once the wage has been substituted into it. The resulting univariate unemployment rate

equation is dynamically stable because it is the difference between the labor supply and labor demand
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path of the unemployment rate, a stationary variable, challenging both the NRU models,

based on the strong unemployment invariance, and other alternative models, based on the

weak unemployment invariance (e.g. the unemployment rate may depend on the trendless

capital/labor ratio). Karanassou and Snower (2004) show that equilibrating mechanisms

in the labor market and other markets jointly act to ensure that the unemployment rate

is trendless in the long run. In terms of the above stylized model, these mechanisms can

be expressed by the restriction expressed in equation (5) between the long growth rate of

employment (dependent on the long run growth rates of capital stock and productivity)

and the long run growth rate of the labor force (dependent on the long run growth rate

of working age population).

In this paper we take a step forward and go beyond the standard formulation of CRT

models by endogenizing capital accumulation. This requires the addition of a fourth

equation with capital accumulation as dependant variable. The crucial feature of this

equation is the inclusion of an indicator of the financialization process so that we can

then evaluate the unemployment impact of such process.

The theoretical discussion in section 2.1 provides the analytical basis for adding the

financialization variable and expect a negative sign on its estimated coefficient. More-

over, to isolate the effect of financialization on capital accumulation, we control for other

variables that affect investment decisions.

In particular, we specify a capital accumulation equation that is similar to the invest-

ment equation in Stockhammer (2004a) and that, in addition to financialization variable,

incorporates the lag of capital accumulation (to capture the lag adjustment process in

capital formation), capacity utilization, and the relative cost of capital:

∆ = 4∆−1 + 4 + 4 + 4 (7)

where∆ is the rate growth of capital stock (note that  is in logs),  is the financialization

variable,  is capacity utilization, and  is cost of capital. The expected coefficient signs

are 4  0, 4  0, 4  0, and 4  0.

We next discuss the specific variables entering the econometric specification of the

model, and the empirical implementation of our analysis.

3 Empirical implementation

Empirically, we work with a dynamic multi-equation model containing augmented versions

of equations (1), (2), (3), and (7), plus the definition equation (4). This model takes the

equations.
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following general form

A0y =

2X
=1

Ay− +
2X

=1

Dx− + e (8)

where y is a vector of endogenous variables (employment, labor force, real wage, and

capital accumulation), x is a vector of exogenous variables, theA’s andD’s are coefficient

matrices, and e is a vector of identically independently distributed error terms.
12

3.1 Data and econometric methodology

Our sample covers the 1960-2009 period. All the information is obtained from the Organi-

zation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OCDE) Economic Outlook except for

the capital stock series (source: European Commission, AMECO database), the Standard

& Poor’s 500 stock market index (source: Bloomberg), and net dividends, net interests

and before- tax profits of non-financial corporations (source: Federal Reserve Flow of

Funds Accounts database). Table 1 gives the definitions of the variables (all in logs unless

otherwise indicated).

Table 1. Definitions of variables.

 employment  real balances

 labor supply  financial wealth (real S&P’s 500)

 unemployment rate (= −)  real GDP

 real compensation per employee  labor productivity (= −)
 real capital stock  capital productivity (=  − )

∆ capital stock accumulation  union density (% of employees)

 financial payments  direct taxes (% of GDP)³
= net dividends + net interests
total pre-tax profits of non-fin. corpors.

´
 working-age population

 constant  linear time trend

Note: Variables are in logs unless otherwise indicated.

Sources: OECD (Economic Outlook), European Commission (Ameco database),

Bloomberg, Federal Reserve (Flow of Funds Accounts of the U.S.).

Although the majority of the variables are standard in macro-labor models, some de-

serve more attention. Financial payments, , is our key variable as it is our indicator

of financialization. It is defined as the ratio of net financial payments (net interests plus

net dividends) to corporate before-tax profits. The choice of this variable is justified by

12This dynamic system is stable if all the roots of
¯̄
A0 −A1−A2

2
¯̄
= 0, where  is a lag operator,

lie outside the unit circle. Our estimated equations in sections 3.2 and 3.3 satisfy this condition.
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the need to capture the double dimension of financialization. Interests and dividends

received by non-financial corporations reflect their active role in financial markets and

the potential crowding out effect that result from the management preferences towards

financial investments. On the contrary, interest and dividends paid by non-financial cor-

porations reflect their passive role in financial markets: the higher financial payouts, the

lower retained earnings available for real investment.13

Financial wealth, , is defined as the S&P’s stock index expressed in real terms.

We include this variable following Phelps and Zoega (2001), who argue on one hand,

that swings in economic activity are influenced by the firm’s expectations about future

productivity and the latter can be proxied by using the financial wealth variable, and on

the other hand, that labor supply is conditioned by financial wealth (in a wealth effect

sense).

Following Stockhammer (2004a), we use capital productivity as a proxy of capacity

utilization. This affects not only the capital accumulation equation, but also the labor

demand equation.

Our estimation technique is the ARDL, or bounds testing approach to cointegration

analysis, developed by Pesaran and Shin (1999) and Pesaran et al. (2001). It is used

in previous CRT studies (e.g. Karanassou et al. 2008, and Karanassou and Sala 2010a)

because it yields consistent estimates both in the short- and in the long-run, and can be

reliably used in small sample for hypothesis testing irrespective of whether the regressors

are (1) or (0).

To determine the dynamic specification of each equation, we rely on the Schwarz

information criterion. The selected specifications are dynamically stable and satisfy the

standard diagnostics tests at conventional significance level (no serial correlation, linearity,

normality and homoskedasticity). Potential endogeneity and cross equation correlation

are considered, and we estimate the individual equations as a system using three-stages

least squares (3SLS).

3.2 The labor market

Table 2 displays the 3SLS estimates of the labor market equations (the ones for the capital

accumulation equation are presented in Table 3).

13Stock buybacks are not considered. Their inclusion does not significantly alter the time series of our

indicator and we prefer to keep the double side (received and paid) of interests and dividends.
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Table 2. Estimated labor market equations. 3SLS, 1963-2009.

labor demand equation

 −1    ∆  ∗ 100
 = −621

[0000]
071
[0000]

−047
[0000]

086
[0000]

044
[0000]

032
[0000]

−146
[0000]

2= 0999;  = 00020; 47

SC[2(1)]=056
[0455]

; LIN[2(1)]=107
[0302]

; NOR[2(2)]=101
[0603]

; HET[2(6)]=743
[0283]

labor force equation

 −1  ∆   ∆ 

 = −142
[0000]

083
[0000]

−007
[0019]

015
[0003]

−034
[0009]

029
[0000]

074
[0000]

−001
[0000]

2= 0999;  = 00002; 47

SC[2(1)]=008
[0772]

; LIN[2(1)]=037
[0545]

; NOR[2(2)]=151
[0469]

; HET[2(7)]=738
[0390]

Wage equation

 −1  ∆ −1 

 = −014
[0001]

083
[0000]

017
[ * ]

056
[0000]

009
[0037]

032
[0011]

2= 0997;  = 00034; 47 0: ̂(
) = 1− ̂() : Wald test [2(1)]=047

[0494]

SC[2(1)]=0123
[0726]

; LIN[2(1)]=061
[0437]

; NOR[2(2)]=284
[0242]

; HET[2(1)]=392
[0417]

Notes: ∆ denotes the difference operator; p-values in brackets.

(*) Restricted coefficient for a long-run unit elasticity wages/productivity: − = 1.

Instruments: ,−1,−1,−1,−1,−2,−3,,−1,,−1,,

 ,,,−1,.

The labor demand equation is quite standard. It displays a high persistence coeffi-

cient (0.71) and shows that employment depends positively on capital stock and capital

productivity (both in levels and differences), and negatively on real wages. The positive

effect of capital stock is a crucial feature of our model since capital stock is the main

channel through which financialization influences unemployment.

The wage setting equation is also standard. Real wages depend on its lagged value,

labor productivity (in level and in differences), trade union density and direct taxes. The

most remarkable feature of this equation is the unit long-run elasticity between wages

and labor productivity, which cannot be rejected according to a Wald test. This elasticity

results from a persistence coefficient of 0.83 and a short-run elasticity with respect to
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productivity of 0.17 so that 1=0.17/(1-0.83). This implies that, in the long-run, wages

grow in line with productivity. In addition, union density and direct taxes are the two

institutional variables appearing as wage push factors.

Labor force depends on its lagged value, real wages (in level and in differences), unem-

ployment, working-age population (in level and in differences) and financial wealth. As

indicated by the persistence coefficient of 0.83, labor supply decisions are more sluggish

than employment decisions. Labor force depends negatively on real wage levels, but pos-

itively on their growth rate. This indicates that wealth effects dominate workers’ labor

supply decisions in the long-run, but not in the short-run. The negative coefficient of fi-

nancial wealth confirms the hypothesis of Phelps and Zoega (2001) and is consistent with

their finding of a negative impact on unemployment. The unemployment rate enters in

the equation with a negative coefficient suggesting a significant discouraged worker effect

(the higher the unemployment rate, the lower the incentives to participate in the labor

market). On the demographic side, the labor force depends positively on working-age

population.

3.3 Capital accumulation

Table 3 presents the system estimates of the capital accumulation equation. Two lags of

the dependent variable enter the equation with an overall persistence coefficient of 0.56

(= 095 − 039). Capital productivity exerts the expected positive effect with a long-
run elasticity of 0.07 [= 003 (1− 056)]. If capital stock decreases, capital productivity
increases and it is reasonable to expect higher capital accumulation. Relative factor

prices behave as expected and growth in real wages and real balances enhance capital

accumulation. Increases in the labor cost stimulate investment in capital stock since it

becomes relatively less costly. The same occurs with real balances on account of the

more advantageous monetary atmosphere encouraging firm’s investment decisions (see

Karanassou and Sala 2010b for a discussion on the relevant proxies reflecting the monetary

conditions in which firms operate at the macro level).

The crucial value added of these estimates is the finding that financialization hurts

investment decisions. In particular, financial payments appears as a very significant vari-

able with a long-run elasticity that amounts to -0.23. That is, a 1 percentage point rise in

the financial payments ratio reduces the growth rate of capital by 0.23 percentage points.

This is not a negligible impact in view of the wide oscillations recently witnessed in this

ratio.
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Table 3. Capital accumulation equation. 3SLS, 1963-2009.

 ∆−1 ∆−2  ∆ ∆ 

∆ = −066
[0000]

095
[0000]

−039
[0000]

003
[0000]

015
[0000]

003
[0015]

−010
[0000]

2= 0883;  = 00002; 47

SC[2(1)]=360
[0058]

; LIN[2(1)]=180
[0080]

; NOR[2(2)]=798
[0019]

; HET[2(6)]=107
[0099]

Notes: ∆ denotes the difference operator; p-values in brackets.

Instruments: ,−1,−1,−1,−1,−2,−3,,−1,,−1,,

 ,,,−1,.

3.4 System fitted values

Figure 3 compares the fitted values resulting from the estimated system of equations with

the actual trajectories of unemployment —which is the summary outcome of the labor

market equations— and capital accumulation. In spite of the large amount of interactions,

and thus of the numerous possibilities for the errors terms to feed in, our estimated

system is able to produce a faithful replication of reality. It is on this capacity that we

rely on when conducting a set of counterfactual experiments whose aim is to evaluate the

financialization burden in terms of lower capital accumulation and higher unemployment

rate.

Figure 3. Actual and fitted values.
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4 The financialization burden: lower capital accumu-

lation, higher unemployment

We asses the influence of financialization on unemployment in two ways.
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In section 4.1, the contribution of financialization on unemployment is examined during

four medium-term selected periods of interest corresponding, all of them, to persistent

shocks in financialization (e.g., prolonged upturns or downturns in its time-path). These

periods are 1991-1997, 1997-2001, 2001-2005, and 2005-2009. By means of counterfactual

dynamic simulations we answer the following question: How much of the unemployment

change explained by variations in capital accumulation can be attributed to changes in

the dynamics of financialization?

In section 4.2, we document a structural break in the financialization series in the early

1980s giving rise to a differentiated post-1980 pattern of financialization. We examine its

overall impact on unemployment and we try to give answer to the more ambitious following

question: How would have unemployment evolved, from the early 1980s onwards, in the

absence of the post-1980 change in the pattern of financialization?

4.1 Contributions of financialization and capital accumulation

to unemployment

For each selected period we simulate the model —i.e. the 3SLS estimated equations pre-

sented in Tables 2 and 3, together with the unemployment definition in equation (4)—

under the counterfactual scenario that financialization (financial payments) is fixed at its

value at the beginning of that period. Figures 4a, 5a, 6a and 7a plot the actual series of

financial payments and their fixed values in 1991-1997, 1997-2001, 2001-2005 and 2005-

2009. In turn, Figures 4b, 5b, 6b and 7b plot the trajectories of actual unemployment

and the simulated unemployment rate when financial payments are kept constant, respec-

tively, at their 1991, 1997, 2001 and 2005 values. In other words, in figures "a" we show

the shocks (or impulses), while in figures "b" we show the responses.

Through these simulations we can evaluate how the unemployment trajectory would

have evolved had financial payments remained at the initial value of the correspondent

period. The dynamic contribution of financial payments to the evolution of unemployment

(note that this is the title of Figures 4 to 7) is then measured as the difference between

the simulated trajectories and the actual trajectory of unemployment.

Financialization enters in the model as one of the driving forces of capital accumu-

lation, but it is not the only one. Thus, to contextualize the unemployment effects of

financialization, it is convenient to compare them with the unemployment effects of capi-

tal accumulation as a whole. For this purpose, we also simulate the dynamic contributions

of capital accumulation to the evolution of unemployment.

In this second exercise, capital accumulation is treated as an exogenous variable and

only the labor market equations are used in the simulation. Figures 4c, 5c, 6c and 7c

plot the actual series of capital accumulation and their fixed values over the same periods
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considered before. In turn, Figures 4d, 5d, 6d and 7d plot the trajectories of the actual

and simulated unemployment rate (the latter when capital accumulation is kept constant

at the beginning of each period).

In this way our analysis yields a variety of new insights. First of all, a quantification

of the financialization burden in terms of unemployment. Second, a quantification of the

impact of capital accumulation on unemployment irrespective of the driving forces behind

the accumulation of capital (note that these results are directly comparable with the ones

obtained by Karanassou et al., 2008, for the Nordic countries and Karanassou and Sala,

2010, for Australia using also the CRT methodology). Third, by comparing both results

—the ones shown in Figures 4b-7b against the ones in Figures 4d-7d— we gain a better

understanding of how financialization influences the evolution of capital accumulation.

Our first period of analysis is 1991-1997, when the unemployment rate decreased by

2 percentage points (pp hereafter), falling from 7.1% in 1991 to 5.1% in 1997. As the

actual trajectories of figures 4a and 4c show, it was a period of strong pace in capital

accumulation and rapid decline in financialization.

The results for this period are pictured in Figure 4. They show that financialization

was a strong driving force of both capital accumulation and unemployment during these

years. In particular, in the absence of the downward trend in financial payments, the

unemployment rate would have reached 10 % in 1997 (Figure 4b). Figure 4d displays

the trajectory that the unemployment rate would have had if capital accumulation had

kept constant at its 1991 levels. In absence of the uptrend of capital accumulation,

unemployment would have reached 11.5% in 1997 (Figure 4d). The small difference of

1.5pp between the simulated trajectories in Figures 4d and 4b suggest that financialization

was the main driving force of capital accumulation and unemployment.

Years 1997-2001 are characterized by a strong rise of financial payments, an initial

rising capital accumulation rate, until 2000, and a later decline. This period was charac-

terized by the dot-com bubble, covering roughly 1995—2000 with a climax on March 10

2000, when the NASDAQ peaked at 5132.52. During these years, stock markets in the

U.S. (and other industrialized nations) saw their equity value grow rapidly along the rise

in the Internet sector and associated industries.

In the absence of this upward trend in financialization, the unemployment rate would

have been much lower, reaching 3.4% instead of 4.9%, as shown in Figure 5b. This implies

that the rise in financial payments during these years account for 1.5 pp of unemploy-

ment. Regarding capital accumulation, Figure 5c shows its acceleration in 1997-2000,

and a sudden fall in 2001 in which it nevertheless grew at 3.4%. In the absence of such

expansionary behavior, the rate of unemployment would have reached 7.4%, that is, 2.5

pp more than it actually did. This is the contribution of capital accumulation to the labor

market performance in spite of the growing financial payments.
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Figure 4. Dynamic contributions to unemployment in 1991-1997.
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These results imply that financialization was not the key driving force of capital ac-

cumulation during those years and picture a situation consistent with the existence of a

stock market bubble where higher financial payments coincide in time with higher capital

accumulation.

Years 2001-2005 are characterized by a sharp decline in financial payments, from 140%

in 2001 to less than 40% in 2005, consistent with the crash of the dot-com bubble. The

unemployment rate hardly changed during this period and just evolved from 4.9% in 2001

to 5.2% in 2005.

Figure 6b documents notable effects of the sharp decline in financial payments with a

contribution of 2.5 pp of unemployment. In other words, had financial payments main-

tained their top 2001 value, the unemployment rate would have reached 7.7%. This is

a substantial impact once again. On its side, capital accumulation decelerates again in

2002 and stays below a rate of 3% still in 2003. There is some recovery in 2004-2005,

but the growth rate of capital stock still evolves below its departing value. This hurts

unemployment which could have reached a rate of 3% in 2005 had capital accumulation

evolved, instead, at its 2001 growth rate of 3.4%.
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Figure 5. Dynamic contributions to unemployment in 1997-2001.
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The story told by this exercise is thus subtle. Both capital accumulation and finan-

cialization fell (or remained at low levels) in the aftermath of the dot-com crash. This

gave rise to two countervailing forces, one that accounts for 2.5 pp of unemployment that

were saved thanks to the lower financial payments and the resulting boost in capital ac-

cumulation; and another one that accounts for a 2.2 pp. increase caused by the overall

deceleration in capital accumulation. This reveals, on one hand, that financial payments

were still not the key capital accumulation driver. Even if they fell, it took some time

for the economy to expand investment. On the other hand, this may explain why the

unemployment rate was so much stable during this business cycle, in contrast to the his-

torically sensitive behavior that the US labor market has shown when facing recessions

and expansions.
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Figure 6. Dynamic contributions to unemployment in 2001-2005.
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The period 2005—2009 is the prelude of the Great Recession, although the financial

crisis was “officially” declared in September 2008, with the bankruptcy of Lehman Broth-

ers. These years are characterized by a sharp rise in financial payments, which rose from

30% in 2005 to more than 100% in 2009, and a falling growth rate of capital stock, which

fell from 3.5% in 2005 to near 1% in 2009. Both variables push in the same direction, as

in 1991-1997, but this time contributing to increase unemployment.

Figure 7b shows that in absence of the upward trend in financial payments, the rate

of unemployment would have been 2.6 pp lower in 2009. In turn, Figure 7d shows that

in absence of the downward trend in capital accumulation, unemployment would have

been 3.3 pp lower. In other words, almost 80% of the effects of capital accumulation on

unemployment can be explained by the crowding out effects of financial payments over

productive investment.
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Figure 7. Dynamic contributions to unemployment in 2005-2009.
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4.2 The post-1980 pattern of financialization and its labor mar-

ket impact

It is well known that the political changes brought about by the new Republican govern-

ment in the early 1980s prompted a new era of liberalization and deregulation of financial

activities. During this time, regulation of banks and financial markets became less strin-

gent. One of the most well-known Reagan Administration initiatives was the Garn-St.

Germain Depository Institutions Act, enacted in 1982, whose major provisions included:

elimination of deposit interest rate ceilings, elimination of the previous statutory limit

on loan to value ratio, and expansion of the asset powers of federal Saving and Loans

Institutions. It was not the only measure conducting to financial deregulation during the

1980s, but this is not the place to enumerate them since the phenomenon has been well

documented —see, for example, Krippner (2011)—.

Figure 2 shows that one central expression of these changes was a new pattern of finan-

cialization of the non-financial corporate sector. To check whether this new pattern can

be interpreted as a structural change, we have used the time series of financial payments
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to estimate an ARIMA model. Our aim is to check to what extent the possibility of a

new regime of high financialization receives statistical support.

The best fit to the data generating process can be obtained from the following regres-

sion (p-values in brackets):

 = 143
[0015]

+ 109
[0000]

−1 −029
[0045]

−2 2= 0731;

which allows us to conduct a Chow Breakpoint test. When testing the possibility of a

structural change in 1982, the null of no break is rejected with an  -statistic of 5.01 and

a probability  (3 42) = 0005. Moreover, when adding a dummy taking value 1 1982

onwards, the estimated specification is clearly improved:

 = 240
[0000]

+ 089
[0000]

−1 −046
[0001]

−2 + 245
[0000]

82 2= 0800

We use this information to conduct a Kernel density analysis that identifies the two

regimes means in financial payments corresponding to the two periods identified (for

details on this type of analysis see Karanassou et al., 2008). Figure 8a shows the results

of the Kernel analysis while Figure 8b depicts the two estimated regime means together

with the actual series.

Beyond the high and low regime means identified, it is important to remark the differ-

ent shapes of the estimated Kernel density distribution functions. The one corresponding

to 1960-1981 is compact and vertical (i.e., high densities in few points) in congruence with

the low volatility of financial payments in those years. In contrast, the one for years 1982-

2009 is diffuse (i.e., low densities for many data points) and reflects the large volatility of

its pattern since the 1980s.

It is also worth noting that the difference between the regime means we can be con-

sidered as a permanent shock. The ratio of financial payments over corporate profits used

to oscillate around a value of 35 and has more than doubled in the post-1980 period to

oscillate around 77. What has been the impact of this structural change? To answer

this question we simulate the model in a steady state scenario in which (i) adjustments

have taken place (that is, we simulate the model assuming it has converged, which implies

that the lagged dependent terms in each equation are set at the current period); and (ii)

output and capital stock grow at the same rates so that the their ratio is constant as

predicted by standard growth models.

In this situation, the impact of the post-1980 pattern of financialization accounts

for about two percentage points of unemployment from 1982 to 2001. This is pictured

in Figure 8c and reveals an interesting feature. In the absence of this new pattern of

financialization, the U.S. labor market would have been more likely to recover the full-

employment levels that characterized the U.S. (and the advanced economies) prior to the
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oil price shocks of the 1970s. Note, in particular, that the unemployment rate troughs

of the 1980s and the 1990s are very close to the one reached at the end of the 1960s. In

contrast, the large volatilities of financial payments in the 2000s distort the picture and

impede to gain new insights beyond the ones we have already documented by simulating

the persistent shocks of these years (recall that financial payments went rapidly down in

the early noughties with the explosion of the dot-com bubble, the 9/11, and the rising oil

prices with the second Iraq war, while they experienced and unprecedented rise afterwards,

along the housing and financial bubble that lead to the Great Recession).

Figure 8. Unemployment effects of the post-1980 pattern of financialization.
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5 Concluding remarks

This paper follows the CRT methodology (i) to estimate a dynamic multi-equation labor

market system that incorporates a capital accumulation equation; and (ii) to conduct

counterfactual simulations that assess the impact of financialization on U.S. unemploy-

ment through its effect on capital accumulation. The possibility of evaluating actual
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persistent shocks is a crucial value added of the CRT methodology as compared with the

VAR methodology where merely one-off shocks (generic in VARs, identified in SVARs)

are generally examined. This value added stems from the feasibility of quantifying the ac-

tual impact of new or changing phenomena such as the enhanced financialization process

experienced by the U.S. since the early 1980s.

In doing so, we find that financialization was a driving force of unemployment and

capital accumulation during years 1991-1997 and 2005-2009. In contrast, simulations for

periods 1997-2001 and 2001-2005 suggest that capital accumulation was mainly driven

by other factors. We have also identified a structural change in the early 1980s in the

dynamics of financialization. Our simulation suggests that in the absence of the post-

1980 pattern of financialization, the U.S. would have been more likely to recover the

full-employment levels that characterized this economy prior to the oil price shocks of the

1970s.

We acknowledge that our findings are based on a particular indicator of a financializa-

tion process that has multiple, and not always coherent, expressions. This is the reason

why these results need to be placed into a wider context allowing for a better compre-

hension of this phenomenon, and of its social and economic implications. However our

indicator aims to explain financialization not merely as an era of easy credit and recurrent

speculative bubbles, but as a phenomenon that takes place and shapes the fundamental

relationship between the non financial sector and financial markets. Since a discussion on

the appropriate policies to deal with all the dimensions of the financialization process is

beyond the scope of this article, we focus the brief policy discussion on the recommenda-

tions that naturally arise from this relationship.

We have identified the rise in financial payments as the result of a strategy shift from

“retain and reinvest” to “downsize and distribute”. To invert this phenomenon, economic

policy measures could aim at reforming taxation on capital gains14 and returns to capital

(dividends) so as to discriminate short- and long-run gains, and put brakes on speculation.

Also, if we accept that managers’ interests have become excessively aligned with those of

shareholders, measures limiting the use of stock options would contribute to detach the

reward scheme of executives from financial markets’ performance. Policies along these

lines might prevent financial devices to result in productive investment crowding-out and

may force financial markets to contribute efficiently to finance the real economy and

generate employment.
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